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the tape-1 array can function as a programmable dna-barcode writer because the rna programmability of tape permits it to be reprogrammed to produce variants of itself. however, tape cannot be reprogrammed directly because of the internal stop codon that occurs in all tape-1 variants. instead, we reprogram tape-1 using a simpler trans-acting tale
(artificial transcription activator-like effector) transfection system in which each repeat of the tale protein can be modified to produce different variants of a given tale protein. to this end, we have designed a tale protein in which the repeats can be individually changed to generate variants of the tale protein, such that a total of 64 variants can be

produced from a single tale (tale-64). more recently, blaauws lab has been pursuing the challenging task of building synthetic circuits with the goal of building a genome-scale model of an artificial cell (goac). in this ambitious program, they have been investigating the optical circuits that can be used to develop such artificial cells. they have developed
a method to create a silicon based optical waveguide using the standard cmos process for optical components, which will potentially allow the development of bio-compatible optical devices using silicon-based technology. in addition, the group has been investigating the use of chimeric nucleases to develop techniques for the transcription-based control

of genetic circuits. in particular, they are working on ways to create a set of synthetic transcription factors and a complete set of synthetic promoters that can be used to control the expression of other synthetic genetic circuits in the goac. their work has identified that the best way to control these systems is to use transcription-based controllers, but
that the use of a two-tiered system of sequential control is also possible. this strategy would allow the use of traditional boolean logic and would allow the use of the natural system of transcriptional regulation to control the different synthetic circuits.
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in addition, the blaauws lab is interested in the application of machine learning and artificial intelligence to the design of synthetic cells. they have been developing tools that can be used to create synthetic cells that are capable of artificial cell type-specific cell-cell communication. one goal of their research is to create a cell impermeable dna
nanoparticle that will display a cell type-specific molecule on its surface for cell-cell communication. this would allow the development of artificial cell type-specific communication, such as the development of cell type-specific communication for bio-compatible materials. we then tested dna typewriter on more complex patterns. for this, we designed 12

pegrnas to target a tape-25 array, each of which encoded a distinct 4-bp barcode (extended data fig. 5). upon target-site cleavage, each pegrna-by-3tape construct could introduce a unique 2- to 5-bp barcode into the 3tape region. we then mixed all 12 pegrnas into the same well of a 12x12 matrix, and transfected hek293t cells with the pegrna-
encoding plasmid. after 4 days, we collected cells and pcr amplified the 3tape region. finally, we sequenced the 3tape region and estimated the barcode frequencies at each position (fig. 3b ). to test the scalability of dna typewriter, we designed and synthesized a tape-60 array. although this was substantially larger than a typical pegrna-tape array, it

was nonetheless synthesized and expressed as a single, contiguous dna molecule. we co-transfected hek293t cells with the pegrna-expressing plasmid and a pe2-encoding plasmid and collected the cells after 4 days. we then pcr amplified the 60-bp 3tape region and sequenced it. 5ec8ef588b
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